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Chapter III

TOWARDS REFORM OF THE INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL ARCHITECTURE:
WHICH WAY FORWARD?

A. Introduction

The increased frequency and virulence of
international currency and financial crises, involving even countries with a record of good governance and macroeconomic discipline, suggests that
instability is global and systemic. Although there
is room to improve national policies and institutions, that alone would not be sufficient to deal
with the problem, particularly in developing countries, where the potential threat posed by inherently unstable capital flows is much greater. A
strengthening of institutions and arrangements
at the international level is essential if the threat
of such crises is to be reduced and if they are to
be better managed whenever they do occur. Yet,
despite growing agreement on the global and systemic nature of financial instability, the international community has so far been unable to achieve
significant progress in establishing effective global arrangements that address the main concerns
of developing countries.
In the aftermath of the Asian crisis a number
of proposals have been made by governments,
international organizations, academia and market
participants for the reform of the international financial architecture. 1 They cover broadly four

areas: global rules and institutions governing
international capital flows; the exchange rate system; orderly workouts for international debt; and
the reform of the IMF, with special reference to
surveillance, conditionality, the provision of international liquidity, and its potential function as
lender of last resort. Implementation of any of
these proposals would entail the creation of new
international institutions and mechanisms as well
as reform of the existing ones.
Some of these proposals have been discussed
in the IMF itself, as well as in other international
financial institutions, such as BIS and the newly
established Financial Stability Forum (FSF), and
also among the Governments of G-7 countries.
While certain initiatives have been taken as a
result, the reform process, rather than focusing on
international action to address systemic instability and risks, has placed emphasis on what should
be done by national institutions and mechanisms.
Even in this regard it has failed to adopt an evenhanded approach between debtors and creditors.
Efforts have concentrated on disciplining debtors,
setting guidelines and standards for major areas
of national policy, principally in debtor countries,
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and providing incentives and sanctions for their
implementation. Debtor countries have been urged
to better manage risk by adopting strict financial
standards and regulations, carrying adequate
amounts of international reserves, establishing
contingent credit lines and making contractual arrangements with private creditors so as to involve
them in crisis resolution. The international financial system has continued to be organized around
the principle of laissez-faire, and developing countries are advised to adhere to the objective of an
open capital account and convertibility, and to
resort to controls over capital flows only as an
exceptional and temporary measure. All this has
extended the global reach of financial markets
without a corresponding strengthening of global
institutions.

no more likely than those for the breakup
of the Soviet empire or the reunification
of Germany. Perhaps large institutional
changes only seem impossible until they
happen – at which point they seem foreordained. Even if none of the large-scale plans
is feasible in the present world political environment, after another crisis or two, the
impossible may start seeming realistic.
(Rogoff, 1999: 28)

Part Two of this Report reviews the main initiatives undertaken so far in the reform of the international financial architecture, and the advice
given to developing countries in some key policy
areas, such as structural reforms and exchange rate
policy, for the prevention and management of instability and crises. The discussion follows from
an earlier analysis, made in TDR 1998, and conThe failure to achieve greater progress is, to centrates on more recent developments. This chapa considerable extent, political in nature. The ter provides an overview of the issues, comparing
briefly what has so far been
proposals referred to above
achieved with the kind of
have often run into conflict
measures proposed in order to
with the interests of creditors.
address systemic failures and
But governments in some debtRather than focusing on
global instability. The next
or countries also oppose reinternational action to
chapter reviews recent initiaform measures that would
address systemic instability
tives regarding global standhave the effect of lowering
and risks, the reform
ards and regulation, while
the volume of capital inflows
process
has
placed
chapter V discusses whether
and/or raising their cost, even
emphasis on what should
developing countries can both
when such measures could be
be done by national
keep an open capital account
expected to reduce instability
institutions
and
mechaand avoid currency instability
and the frequency of emergand misalignments by choosing-market crises. Many obnisms. Even in this regard it
ing appropriate exchange rate
servers have been quick to dishas failed to adopt an evenregimes, despite persistent
miss such proposals as not
handed approach between
misalignments and gyrations
only politically unrealistic but
debtors and creditors.
of the three major reserve curalso technically impossible.
rencies and large swings in inHowever, as long as systemic
ternational capital flows. It
failure continues to threaten
global welfare, resistance to more fundamental also assesses the scope for regional cooperation
reform of the international financial architecture for establishing collective defence mechanisms
against financial instability, drawing on the EU
must be overcome:
experience. The final chapter takes up the quesIt is easy to fall into the trap of thinking that
tion of the management of financial crises and
big institutional changes are unrealistic or
burden-sharing, and discusses the current state of
infeasible, especially in the United States
play in two crucial areas, namely the provision of
where macroeconomic policy institutions
international liquidity and the involvement of the
have generally evolved only slowly for the
private sector in crisis management and resolupast few decades. Not so long ago, the prospects for a single European currency seemed
tion.
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B. The governance of international capital flows

As the Second World War drew to an end, a pose controls to prevent the use of funds from its
set of organizations was envisaged which would General Resources Account to finance a large or
deal with exchange rates and international pay- sustained capital outflow. The only recent initiaments, the reconstruction and rehabilitation of war tive regarding the global regime is the attempt to
damaged economies, and international trade and include capital convertibility among the objectives
investment. The institutions established to handle of the IMF.
these issues were the IMF, the World Bank, and
the GATT. However, international capital moveThe BIS was originally set up as a forum for
ments did not fall within their purview. The origi- a small number of countries to deal with only cernal structure did not include a global regime for tain aspects of international capital flows.2 Since
capital movements in large
the 1970s it has provided secpart because it was considered
retariat support for a number
that capital mobility was not
of bodies established to reduce
The obligations contained in
compatible with currency staor manage the risks in crossthe new codes and
bility and expansion of trade
border banking transactions.
and employment. However, no
These bodies are not responstandards initiatives seem to
such regime was established
sible for setting rules for inreflect the view that the main
even after the breakdown of the
ternational capital movements
flaws in the system for
Bretton Woods arrangements,
as such. Their work is aimed at
international capital movedespite the growing importance
reaching agreements on standments are to be found in
of private capital flows (Akyüz
ards to be applied by national
recipient countries, which
and Cornford, 1999: 1–7).
authorities for strengthening
should thus bear the main
the defences of financial firms,
burden of the adjustments
The only global regime
both individually and in the
needed to prevent or contain
applying to cross-border monaggregate against destabilizafinancial crises.
etary transactions was that
tion due to cross-border transof the IMF, but the most important obligations in its Articles of Agreement relate to current and not capital transactions. Concerning the latter, Article IV
states that one of the essential purposes of the international monetary system is to provide a framework facilitating the exchange of capital among
countries, a statement which is included among
general obligations regarding exchange arrangements. The more specific references to capital
transfers, in Article VI, permit recourse to capital
controls so long as they do not restrict payments
for current transactions, and actually give the Fund
the authority to request a member country to im-

actions and risk exposures.
The increased frequency of financial crises,
together with the increasingly global character of
financial markets, has prompted both analysts and
practioners to formulate proposals for the creation of a number of international institutions
explicitly designed to regulate and stabilize international capital flows. One such proposal is for
the creation of a global mega-agency for financial regulation and supervision, or World Financial
Authority, with responsibility for setting regulatory standards for all financial enterprises, offshore
as well as onshore (Eatwell and Taylor, 1998; 2000).
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Another proposal is to establish a Board of Overseers of Major International Institutions and Markets,
with wide-ranging powers for setting standards
and for the oversight and regulation of commercial
banking, securities business and insurance.3 Yet
another proposal, which focuses on stabilizing international bank lending, is for the establishment
of an International Credit Insurance Corporation
designed to reduce the likelihood of excessive
credit expansion (Soros, 1998).

policy regarding disclosure. While their application should be generally beneficial, particularly
over the long term, they will not necessarily contribute to financial stability, and in many cases
they will involve substantial initial costs. Moreover, the programmes of reform required of recipient countries are wide-ranging and do not always
accommodate differences in levels of development
and the availability of human resources.

Considered from the standpoint of systemic
These proposals are based on two arguments. reform, the reform package contains many omisThe first is that, since financial businesses are sions and reflects an asymmetric view of differbecoming increasingly interrelated and operate ent parties’ responsibilities for the changes reacross borders, their regulaquired. In particular, it does
tion and supervision should also
not adequately address the
be carried out on a unified and
concerns of developing counglobal basis. The second argutries over the frequently sup“… there are dangers in
ment focuses on the instabilply-driven character of flucthrowing at developing
ity of capital movements untuations in international capicountries a Washingtonder the present patchwork of
tal flows, which are strongly
consensus view of economic
regimes, which only more gloinfluenced by monetary conpolicy, even if this consensus
bally uniform regulation could
ditions in major industrial
is now refurbished with new
be expected to address. Whatcountries, especially the
international codes and
ever their specific strengths
United States, and over the listandards … the new set of
and weaknesses, these proposquidity positions and herd beexternal
disciplines
come
als emphasize the need for inhaviour of lenders and inveshand-in-hand with a
ternational institutions and
tors in those countries. The obparticular model of
mechanisms that can prevent
ligations contained in the new
economic development of
excessive risk-taking in crosscodes and standards initiatives
border lending and investseem to reflect the view that
doubtful worth …”
ment, reduce systemic failthe main flaws in the system
ures, and eliminate several, offor international capital moveten glaring, lacunae in the naments are to be found in retional regulatory regimes of creditor and debtor cipient countries, which should thus bear the main
countries. The official approach to these problems burden of the adjustments needed to prevent or
has been quite different, focusing on lowering contain financial crises. By contrast, new measthe risk of financial distress and contagion by ures to reduce volatile capital flows at source or
strengthening the domestic financial systems in to increase the transparency of currently largely
debtor countries. It has also emphasized the unregulated cross-border financial operations are
provision of timely and adequate information re- notable mostly for their inadequacy or their comgarding the activities of the public sector and fi- plete absence. The recommendations directed at
nancial markets in debtor countries in order to al- source countries call for only limited actions that
low international lenders and creditors to make are beyond the bounds of existing policies or inibetter decisions, thereby reducing market failure, tiatives or involve changes in market practices
as well as to improve bilateral surveillance.
beyond those already being undertaken.
As examined in some detail in chapter IV,
various codes and standards have been established
through institutions such as the IMF, BIS and the
FSF not only for the financial sector itself, but
also in respect of macroeconomic policy and

Despite the emphasis on ownership and voluntary participation, implementation of the codes
and standards is to be backed by an extensive system of externally applied incentives and sanctions,
some of which risk becoming features of IMF
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conditionality. Although the rules and guidelines
are mostly of a fairly general nature, there remains
a danger that their actual implementation will
incorporate elements from particular developedcountry models, owing to the role in assessment
exercises of multilateral financial institutions and
supervisors from G-7 countries. As one writer has
put it:
… there are dangers in throwing at developing countries a Washington-consensus view of
economic policy, even if this consensus is now
refurbished with new international codes and
standards and with “second-generation
reforms”. The dangers arise from several
sources. First, the new set of external disciplines come hand-in-hand with a particular
model of economic development of doubtful
worth … Second, it is doubtful that the new
policy agenda will make the international system itself much safer. … Indeed, by focusing
attention on internal structural reforms in the
developing world, the current approach leads
to complacency on short-term capital flows,
and could increase rather than reduce systemic
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risks. Finally, the practical difficulties of implementing many of the institutional reforms
under discussion are severely underestimated.
(Rodrik, 1999: 3)

What has been proposed so far under the
heading of codes and standards falls well short of
amounting to an integral component of a new
global policy framework for reducing financial
instability. It should be recalled that an essential
element of the rationale of the codes and standards initiatives consisted of their role as the necessary counterpart of further financial liberalization, particularly in developing economies. But the
initiatives currently under consideration hardly
justify imposing further obligations on countries
as to capital-account convertibility, cross-border
investment, or the liberalization of financial services more generally. In the absence of effective
global action, much of the burden of coping with
international financial instability still falls on national governments. It is thus vital that they remain free in their choice of policy.

C. The exchange rate system

The second key area in the reform of the international financial architecture is the exchange
rate system, notably the arrangements regarding
the three major reserve currencies (the dollar, the
euro and the yen). Indeed, it would be more appropriate to speak of the need to establish a global system of exchange rates rather than reform
the existing system; ever since the breakdown of
the Bretton Woods system of fixed, but adjustable,
exchange rates there have in effect been no global arrangements. While floating was adopted on
the understanding that success depended upon the

prevalence of orderly underlying conditions, the
international arrangements to that end as specified in the Articles of Agreement of the IMF, and
in the April 1977 decision on exchange rate arrangements, failed to define the obligations and
commitments that such arrangements involved. As
pointed out by Robert Triffin, the obligations were
“so general and obvious as to appear rather superfluous”, and the system “essentially proposed
to legalize … the widespread and illegal repudiation of Bretton Woods commitments, without
putting any other binding commitments in their
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place” (Triffin, 1976: 47–48). While the April 1977
decision required members to “intervene in the
exchange market if necessary to counter disorderly conditions”, it failed to define these conditions and to provide explicit guidelines for intervention. Similarly, the principles of surveillance
over exchange rate policies “were sufficiently general for constraint on behaviour to depend almost
entirely on the surveillance procedures” (Dam,
1982: 259), and the consultation procedures have
so far failed to generate specific rules of conduct
that could lend support to any contention that the
present arrangements constitute a “system”.4

developing countries that has played an important role in almost all major emerging-market crises (Akyüz and Cornford, 1999: 31). Thus, the question arises whether it is meaningful to predicate
attainment of exchange rate stability by emergingmarket countries purely on their adoption of appropriate macroeconomic policies and exchange
rate regimes when the currencies of the major
industrial countries are still so unstable. Indeed,
many observers have suggested that the global
economy will not achieve greater systemic stability without some reform of the G-3 exchange rate
regime, and that emerging markets will continue
to be vulnerable to currency
Given this institutional hiacrises as long as the major retus and lack of policy coordiserve currencies remain highly
unstable.
nation among the major indusCan emerging-market
trial countries, it should come
countries attain exchange
Certainly, given the deas no surprise that floating has
rate stability purely by
failed to deliver what was origigree of global interdependence,
adopting appropriate
nally expected: reasonably staa stable system of exchange
macroeconomic policies
ble exchange rates; orderly
rates and payments positions
and exchange rate regimes
balance-of-payments adjustcalls for a minimum degree of
when the currencies of the
ment; greater macroeconomic
coherence among the macrmajor industrial countries
policy autonomy; and removal
oeconomic policies of major
are still so unstable? The
of asymmetries between deindustrial countries. But the
exchange
rate
system
as
ficit and surplus countries.
existing modalities of multilatsuch has hardly figured on
Rather, the system is characeral surveillance do not inthe agenda for the reform
clude ways of attaining such
terized not only by short-term
of
the
international
financial
volatility, but also by persistcoherence or dealing with uniarchitecture.
directional impulses resulting
ent currency misalignments
and gyrations. The major infrom changes in the monetary
dustrial countries have continand exchange rate policies of
ued to favour floating and have
the United States and other
refrained from intervening in currency markets major industrial countries. In this respect governexcept at times of acute stress and imbalances, such ance in macroeconomic and financial policies
as the events leading to agreements on coordinated lacks the kind of multilateral disciplines that exmonetary policy actions and exchange market in- ist for international trade.
terventions in the Plaza and Louvre Accords of
One proposal to attain stable and properly
1985 and 1987, respectively.
aligned exchange rates is through the introducThe damage inflicted by disorderly exchange tion of target zones among the three major
rate behaviour tends to be limited for the reserve currencies together with a commitment by the
currency (G-3) countries themselves, compared to countries to defend such zones through coordideveloping countries, because they have large nated intervention and macroeconomic policy
economies that are much less dependent on inter- action.5 It is felt that such a commitment would
national trade. Moreover, the exposure of their secure the policy coherence needed for exchange
economic agents to exchange rate risks is limited rate stability without undermining growth and
because they can both lend and borrow in their could alter the behaviour of currency markets,
national currencies. By contrast, exchange rate which, in turn, would reduce the need for intermisalignments and gyrations among the G-3 vention. Such an arrangement could be institutioncurrencies are a major source of disturbance for alized and placed under IMF surveillance.
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A more radical proposal is to do away with raised as to whether the existence of so many inexchange rates and adopt a single world currency, dependent currencies makes sense in a closely into be issued by a World Monetary Authority which tegrated global financial system.
could also act as a lender of last resort. There has
been growing interest in such an arrangement since
However, much of this is a false debate.
the introduction of the euro and the recurrent cur- Whichever option is chosen, it will not be able to
rency crises in emerging markets. However, it is ensure appropriate alignment and stability of
generally felt that the present extent of economic exchange rates in developing countries as long
convergence and depth of gloas major reserve currencies
bal integration fall far short of
themselves are so unstable and
what would be required for
misaligned, and international
such an arrangement to opercapital flows are volatile and
Governance in macroate effectively (Rogoff, 1999:
beyond the control of recipieconomic and financial
33–34).
ent countries. Moreover, such
policies lacks the kind of
conditions create inconsistmultilateral disciplines
In any event, it is interencies within the developing
that exist for international
esting to note that the exworld in attaining orderly extrade.
change rate system has hardly
change rates. Briefly put, there
figured on the agenda for the
is no satisfactory unilateral soreform of the international filution to exchange rate instabilnancial architecture. The report by the then Act- ity and misalignments in emerging markets, paring Managing Director of IMF to the International ticularly under free capital movements.
Monetary and Financial Committee (IMF, 2000b)
recognized the difficult choice faced by most
Since global arrangements for a stable syscountries between maintaining, on the one hand, tem are not on the immediate agenda, the questruly flexible rates and, on the other, hard pegs. tion arises as to whether regional mechanisms
Referring to the three major currencies, the re- could provide a way out. Indeed, there is now a
port pointed to “large misalignments and vola- growing interest in East Asia and some countries
tility” in their exchange rates as a cause for con- of South America in regionalization (as opposed
cern, particularly for small, open commodity- to dollarization) as a means of providing a collecexporting countries. However, it did not discuss tive defence mechanism against systemic failures
any initiatives that might be
and instability. The EU expetaken by the international comrience holds useful lessons in
munity in this respect, imthis respect, including the inplying that the matter could
stitutional arrangements for
There is now a growing
the maintenance and adjustonly be sorted out between
interest in East Asia and
the United States, Japan and
ment of intraregional currensome countries of South
cy bands, intervention mechathe EU (see also Culpeper,
America in regionalization
2000: 15).
nisms, regimes for capital
as a means of providing a
movements, and various facilicollective defence mechaIndeed, as noted in chapties designed to provide paynism against systemic
ter V, discussions on exchange
ments support to individual
failures and instability.
rates have concentrated on the
countries and regional lenderkind of regimes that developof-last-resort services. Howing countries would need to
ever, applying this experience
adopt in order to attain greater stability. The main- to arrangements among developing countries
stream advice is to choose between free floating poses certain difficulties, particularly with respect
or locking into a reserve currency through cur- to the exchange rate regime to be pursued vis-àrency boards or dollarization (the “hard” pegs), vis reserve currencies and access to international
thus opting for one of the two “corner” solutions, liquidity, issues of special importance under conas opposed to intermediate regimes of adjustable ditions of intraregional contagion. Regional monor soft pegs. Increasingly questions are being etary arrangements among emerging markets
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could thus be greatly facilitated if they involved
also the major reserve-currency countries. In this
respect, the recent initiatives taken by ASEAN+3

(see chapter V, box 5.1) constitute an important
step along what may prove to be a long and difficult path to closer regional monetary integration.

D. Orderly workout mechanisms for international debt

A third major area of reform concerns orderly
workout mechanisms for international debt. Such
mechanisms have gained added importance in
view of shortcomings in global arrangements for
the prevention of financial crises. The prospect
that crises will continue to occur, even with increasing frequency and severity, poses a dilemma
for the international community. Once a crisis
occurs, it is difficult to avoid widespread messy
defaults on external liabilities in the absence of
bailouts, with attendant consequences for international financial stability. But bailouts are becoming increasingly problematic. Not only do they
create moral hazard for lenders, but also they shift
the burden onto debtor countries and their taxpayers, who ultimately pay off the official debt.
Furthermore, the funds required have been getting larger and more difficult to raise. For these
reasons, one of the main issues in the reform
agenda is how to “involve” or “bail in” the private sector in crisis management and resolution
so as to redress the balance of burden-sharing between official and private creditors as well as
between debtor and creditor countries.
One way out of this dilemma would be recourse to the principles of orderly debt workouts
along the lines of chapter 11 of the United States
Bankruptcy Code, a proposal first put forward by
the UNCTAD secretariat (in TDR 1986) in the
context of the debt crisis of the 1980s, and more
recently re-examined by it (in TDR 1998) in relation to emerging-market crises. Application of
these principles would be especially relevant to
international currency and debt crises resulting
from liquidity problems because they are designed

primarily to address financial restructuring rather
than liquidation. They allow a temporary standstill on debt servicing based on recognition that a
grab race for assets by creditors is detrimental to
the debtor as well as to the creditors themselves
as a group. They provide the debtor with access
to the working capital needed to carry out its operations while granting seniority status to new
debt. Finally, they involve reorganization of the
assets and liabilities of the debtor, including
extension of maturities and, where needed, debtequity conversion and debt write-off.
One way to implement these principles is to
create an international bankruptcy court in order
to apply an international version of chapter 11 (or,
as appropriate, chapter 9) drawn up in the form of
an international treaty ratified by all members of
the United Nations (Raffer, 1990). However, fullfledged international bankruptcy procedures are
not necessary to ensure an orderly workout for
international debt. Another option would be to
establish a framework for the application to international debtors of key insolvency principles,
namely debt standstill and lending into arrears
(i.e. lending to a debtor in arrears to its creditor).
Since prompt action is necessary to ward off speculative attacks and financial panic, the decision for
standstill should rest with the debtor country and
then be sanctioned by an international body, so as
to provide the debtor with insolvency protection
in the national courts of creditor countries. Restructuring of private debt could then be left to
national bankruptcy procedures, while for sovereign debt direct negotiations with creditors appear
to be the only feasible solution.
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As discussed in chapter VI, while it has been signal its acceptance of a unilateral standstill by
increasingly accepted that market discipline will lending into arrears, no explicit guidelines have
only work if creditors bear the consequences of been established on when and how such support
the risks they take, the international community would be provided, thus leaving considerable dishas not been able to reach an agreement on how cretion to the Fund and its major shareholders
to involve the private sector in crisis management regarding the modalities of its intervention in fiand resolution. Even though a framework such as nancial crises in emerging markets.
the one described above has found considerable
As in other areas, the reform process has thus
support among many industrial countries, there is
strong opposition from some major powers, and been unable to establish an appropriate international framework for involvfrom participants in private
ing the private sector in the
markets, to mandatory mechamanagement and resolution of
nisms for “binding in” and
financial crises, passing the
“bailing in” the private sector.
The IMF Board recognized
buck again to debtor countries.
Considering that such mechathat, “in extreme
True enough, contractual arnisms would alter the balance
circumstances,
if
it
is
not
rangements, such as collective
of negotiating strength between
possible to reach
action clauses in bond condebtors and creditors and creagreement on a voluntary
tracts and call options in interate moral hazard for debtors,
standstill, members may
bank credit lines, can provide
they advocate, instead, volunconsiderable relief for countary and contractual arrangefind it necessary, as a last
tries facing debt servicing difments between debtors and
resort, to impose one
ficulties, and the misgivings
creditors to facilitate debt workunilaterally”. However, there
that such arrangements may
outs, such as the insertion of
is no agreement over
impede access to capital marcollective action clauses in bond
empowering the IMF to
kets may be misplaced. But
contracts. Moreover, a number
impose a stay on creditor
these are not matters for conof middle-income countries,
litigation in order to provide
sideration in the reform of the
particularly those with a relastatutory protection to
international financial architively high degree of dependdebtors imposing
tecture, unless global mechaence on financial inflows, are
temporary standstills.
nisms are introduced to faciliopposed to both mandatory
tate such arrangements. There
standstills and the inclusion of
is also resistance to introduccollective action clauses in
ing automatic rollover and colbond contracts for fear that
their access to international financial markets lective action clauses in international debt contracts based on an international mandate. Furtherwould be impaired.
more, certain features of external debt of develThe discussions in the IMF Executive Board oping countries, including wide dispersion of
on this issue emphasized the catalytic role of the creditors and debtors and the existence of a large
Fund in involving the private sector and that, if variety of debt contracts, governed by different
the latter did not respond, the debtor country laws, render it extremely difficult to rely on volshould seek agreement with its creditors on a vol- untary mechanisms for securing rapid debt standuntary standstill. The Board recognized that, “in stills and rollovers. Without a statutory protection
extreme circumstances, if it is not possible to reach of debtors, negotiations with creditors for restrucagreement on a voluntary standstill, members may turing loans cannot be expected to result in equifind it necessary, as a last resort, to impose one table burden sharing. Indeed, in recent examples
unilaterally”. However, there is no agreement over of negotiated settlements the creditors have not
empowering the IMF, through an amendment of borne the consequences of the risk they had taken;
its Articles of Agreement, to impose a stay on rather, they have forced the developing country
creditor litigation in order to provide statutory pro- governments to assume responsibility for the pritection to debtors imposing temporary standstills. vate debt and accept a simple maturity extension
While it is generally accepted that the Fund may at penalty rates.
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E. Reform of the IMF

Naturally, reforms and recent initiatives in
the areas discussed above generally imply significant changes in the mandate and policies of
the IMF, particularly with respect to bilateral
and multilateral surveillance, conditionality and
the provision of international liquidity. As noted
above, the Fund is closely involved in setting
codes and standards for macroeconomic and
financial policies and monitoring compliance, and
effective multilateral surveillance is a prerequisite for a stable system of exchange rates. Private
sector involvement in crisis management and resolution also crucially depends on IMF lending policies, as well as on its support and sanctioning of
standstills and capital and exchange controls.
Consequently, the reform of the international financial architecture presupposes a reform of the
IMF.

1.

Surveillance and conditionality

As discussed in TDR 1998, asymmetries in
IMF surveillance, in the aftermath of the East
Asian crisis, along with excessive conditionality
attached to IMF lending, were widely considered
to be two of the principal areas deserving attention in the reform of the international financial
architecture. However, the recent approach to reform has resulted in increased asymmetries in
surveillance and in enhanced conditionality, since
it has focused primarily on policy and institutional
shortcomings in debtor countries.

As already noted, surveillance has not been
successful in ensuring stable and appropriately
aligned exchange rates among the three major reserve currencies. Nor has it been able to protect
weaker and smaller economies against adverse impulses originating from monetary and financial
policies in the major industrial countries. It is true
that the need for stronger IMF surveillance in response to conditions produced by greater global
financial integration and recurrent crises was recognized by the Interim Committee in April 1998,
when it agreed that the Fund “should intensify its
surveillance of financial sector issues and capital
flows, giving particular attention to policy interdependence and risks of contagion, and ensure that
it is fully aware of market views and perspectives”
(IMF Interim Committee Communiqué of 16 April
1998). However, despite the reference to interdependence and contagion, these proposals have not
so far been effectively extended to cover weaknesses arising from the lack of balance in existing
procedures.
Rather, there has been an intensification of
IMF surveillance and conditionality as a result of
their extension to financial sector issues in debtor
countries, in accordance with the diagnosis that
this is where the main problem lies. As noted
above, new codes and standards are likely to result in enhanced conditionality, particularly for the
use of new facilities, including contingency financing, for overcoming financial crises. Quite
apart from whether the result could be unnecessary interference with the proper jurisdiction of a
sovereign government, as some commentators
believed it was in the Republic of Korea (Feld-
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stein, 1998), there is also the potential problem
that the type of measures and institutions promoted
may not be the appropriate ones:
An unappreciated irony in this is that conditionality on developing countries is being
ratcheted up at precisely the moment when
our comprehension of how the world
economy works and what small countries
need to do to prosper within it has been
revealed to be sorely lacking. (Rodrik,
1999: 2)

The International Monetary and Financial
Committee (IMFC, formerly the Interim Committee), recognizing the need to streamline IMF
conditionality, has urged “the Executive Board to
take forward its review of all aspects of policy
conditionality associated with Fund financing in
order to ensure that, while not weakening that
conditionality, it focuses on the most essential issues”. 6 For his part, the Fund’s new Managing
Director, Horst Köhler, has likewise concluded that:
To strengthen its efficiency and legitimacy,
the Fund needs to refocus. The Fund’s focus
must clearly be to promote macroeconomic
stability as an essential condition for sustained growth. To pursue this objective, the
Fund has to concentrate on fostering sound
monetary, fiscal and exchange rate policies,
along with their institutional underpinning
and closely related structural reforms. …
I trust that ownership is promoted when the
Fund’s conditionality focuses in content and
timing predominantly on what is crucial for
the achievement of macroeconomic stability and growth. Less can be more if it helps
to break the ground for sustained process of
adjustment and growth.7

Perhaps it is too early to judge how far in
practice this refocusing has been pursued, but it
is notable that the recent Fund programmes in
Turkey and Argentina show no significant tendency to depart from past practice (see chapter II,
boxes 2.1 and 2.2). They stipulate a wide range
of policy actions not only in the purview of other
international organizations, such as WTO and the
development banks, but also of national economic
and social development strategies, including actions relating to privatization and deregulation,
agricultural support, social security and pension
systems, industrial and competition policy, and
trade policy.

2.
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Liquidity provision and
lender-of-last-resort financing

The other major area of reform concerns the
provision of adequate liquidity. A consensus has
emerged over the past decade that the Fund should
provide international liquidity not only to countries facing payments difficulties on current account but also to those facing crises on capital
account. Two main facilities have been established
for this purpose: a Supplemental Reserve Facility
(SRF) for countries already facing payments
difficulties, and a Contingency Credit Line (CCL)
to provide a precautionary line of defence against
international financial contagion (see chapter VI,
box 6.3). While there are difficulties regarding the
terms and conditions attached to such facilities,
the real issue is whether and to what extent
provision of such financing conflicts with, or complements the objective of, involving private creditors and investors in the management and resolution of emerging-market crises.
In several debtor countries, governments
appear to favour unlimited liquidity support, regardless of the terms and conditions and the
burden that may eventually be placed on the country’s tax payers by international rescue operations.
This attitude is consistent with their aversion to
imposing temporary payments standstills and capital and exchange controls at times of crisis. On
the other hand, while there is no consensus in the
IMF Board on mandatory arrangements for involving the private sector, there is now a growing
emphasis on making official assistance conditional
on private sector participation. However, no formal
limits have been set for access to Fund resources
beyond which such participation would be required. As discussed in chapter VI, absence of
explicit access limits as well as of mandatory
standstill mechanisms may render it extremely
difficult to secure private sector involvement, forcing the Fund to engage in large-scale interventions.
Indeed, since the main objective of largescale contingency or crisis financing would be to
allow debtor countries to remain current on payments to their creditors, it is difficult to see how
this could be reconciled with a meaningful private sector involvement in crisis resolution and
burden sharing. Consequently, a credible and ef-
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fective strategy for involving the private sector packages than any crisis lending by the IMF so
should combine temporary standstills with strict far. The problem of moral hazard would be tackled
limits on access to Fund resources. While there is by conditionality rather than by tighter limits on
growing agreement on the
lending. By contrast, the reneed to limit crisis lending, it
port does not make any recomis also suggested that there
mendation for involving the
may be a need for exceptionprivate sector, except to sugSince the main objective of
ally large contingency financgest that, for the time being,
large-scale contingency or
ing when the crisis appears
the matter should be left to
crisis financing would be to
to be “systemic”. In practice,
negotiations between debtors
allow debtor countries to
such an approach could result
and creditors.
remain current on
in differentiation among debtpayments to their creditors,
or countries: those for which
Arrangements of this nait is difficult to see how this
the crisis is considered “systure would, however, compound
could be reconciled with a
temic” would be eligible for
certain problems encountered
meaningful private sector
considerable liquidity support
in the current practice regardinvolvement
in
crisis
without any prior condition for
ing IMF bailouts. Without disresolution and burden
private sector participation, as
cretion to create its own lisharing.
in recent operations in Argenquidity, the Fund would have
tina and Turkey; those where
to rely on major industrial counthe crisis is not so considered
tries to secure the funds needed
would face strict limits and
for such operations. In such
would be encouraged to involve the private sec- circumstances it is highly questionable whether it
tor through default, as seems to have been the case would really be able to act as an impartial lender
for Ecuador and Pakistan.
of last resort, analogous to a national central bank,
since its decisions and resources would depend
There are proposals to go further and allow on the consent of its major shareholders, who are
the IMF to act as, or to transform that institution typically creditors of those countries experiencing
into, an international lender of last resort for external financial difficulties. This problem could
emerging markets. Proposals of this nature have be partly overcome by authorizing the Fund to
been put forward by the Deputy Managing Direc- issue permanent or reversible SDRs, but attributtor of the Fund (Fischer, 1999) and, in the broader ing such a key role to the SDR would face strong
context of reforming the international financial opposition from the same source.
institutions, by the International Financial Institutions Advisory Commission (Meltzer CommisFurthermore, there are also political and techsion). Indeed, the idea has received much greater nical difficulties regarding the terms of access to
sympathy than any other proposal for institutional such a facility. Financing by a genuine interchanges at the global level, from among people national lender of last resort, which would be
with sharply different views about the reform of unlimited and unconditional except for penalty
the IMF and situated at opposite ends of the rates, would require very tight global supervision
political spectrum, although certain aspects of over borrowers to ensure their solvency, which
the Meltzer Commission’s recommendations are it would not be easy to reconcile with national
highly contentious. 8 The key suggestion is that sovereignty. Nor would prequalification be comcountries meeting certain ex ante conditions for patible with the practice of “constructive ambisolvency should be eligible for lender-of-last- guity” that all modern national lenders of resort
resort financing. In the proposal by the Meltzer are said to follow.9 It would also require the IMF
Commission, access to liquidity would be auto- to act as a de facto credit-rating agency. However,
matic for countries meeting a priori requirements, it is very difficult to establish generally agreed
and no additional conditionality or negotiations standards for solvency, and assessments of a given
would be required. Lending would be limited to set of economic indicators can vary considerably,
a maximum of one year’s tax revenue of the bor- as evidenced by differences among private rating
rowing country. This could result in far greater agencies (Akyüz and Cornford, 1999: 48). Dis-
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agreements in this respect between the developing countries concerned and the Fund staff could
lead the countries to opt out and seek alternative
arrangements, thereby reducing the effectiveness
of the proposed mechanism. Moreover, since it
would be necessary constantly to monitor the fulfilment of the preconditions, adjusting them as
necessary in response to changes in financial markets or other changes beyond the control of the
Government of the recipient country, prequalification would not avoid difficulties in relations
between the Fund and the member concerned.
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of relatively prosperous emerging economies
would be eligible for lender-of-last-resort financing.10

Moreover, under these proposals, a large majority of developing countries would be excluded
from multilateral financing. The Meltzer Commission argued, throughout its discussion of lending
policies by both IMF and the World Bank, that current account financing to developing countries
should, in principle, be provided by private markets. However, markets cannot always be relied
on to fulfil this task properly. One of the original
Transforming the Fund into an international objectives of the IMF was to provide short-term
lender of last resort would involve a fundamental financing when reserves were inadequate to meet
departure from the underlying premises of the current account needs resulting from temporary
Bretton Woods system, which provided for the use trading shocks and disturbances, while the World
of capital controls to deal with instability. In dis- Bank was to meet longer-term financing needs of
cussion of such a facility its introduction is fre- reconstruction and development. For temporary
quently linked to concomitant arrangements payments disequilibrium, it was agreed that shortregarding rights and obligaterm financing was necessary
in order to avoid sharp cuts
tions with respect to international capital transactions, toin domestic absorption or disruptive exchange rate adjustgether with a basic commitGiven the increased
ment to capital-account liberments. Even when the effects
instability of the external
alization. This departure from
of such shocks were deemed
trading and financial
the Bretton Woods arrangeto be more lasting, IMF financenvironment of developing
ments is particularly notable in
ing was believed to be necescountries, a reform of the
the report of the Meltzer Comsary to allow orderly adjustBretton
Woods
institutions
mission, which virtually proment. Experience shows that
should seek to improve,
poses, inter alia, the disconfinancial markets often fail to
rather than eliminate,
tinuation of all other forms of
meet such needs since they
counter-cyclical
and
IMF lending, including those
tend to be pro-cyclical, with
emergency financing of the
for current account financing.
the result that credit lines are
current account.
Such a drastic shift in the nacut off just when they are most
ture of IMF lending, from curneeded. Given the increased
rent account to capital account
instability of the external trading and financial environment
financing, would lead to a further segmentation of the Fund’s membership, of developing countries, a reform of the Bretton
with consequences for its governance and uni- Woods institutions should seek to improve, rather
versality. Indeed, as noted by a former United than eliminate, counter-cyclical and emergency fiStates Treasury Secretary, only a small number nancing of the current account.
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F. Governance of international finance

There are certainly conceptual and technical
difficulties in designing effective global mechanisms for the prevention and management of
financial instability and crises. Such difficulties
are also encountered in designing national financial safety nets, and explain why a fail-safe system
is unreachable. At the international level there
is the additional problem that any system of control and intervention would need to be reconciled
with national sovereignty and accommodate the
diversity among nations. Political constraints and
conflicts of interest, including among the G-7
members themselves, rather than conceptual and
technical problems, appear to be the main reason
why the international community has not been able
to achieve significant progress in setting up effective global arrangements.
So far the major industrial countries have not
addressed the establishment of a multilateral system for international finance based on a few core
principles and rules preferring instead a strengthening of the financial systems of debtor countries
in crisis prevention, and favouring a differentiated, case-by-case approach to crisis intervention.
This approach not only has created asymmetry between debtors and creditors, but also has left far
too much discretion with the major creditor countries, on account of their leverage in international
financial institutions. It has kept out of the reform
agenda many issues of immediate concern to developing countries, which are discussed in the
following chapters. However, even a rules-based
system raises concerns for developing countries:
under the current distribution of power and governance of global institutions, such a system would
be likely to reflect the interests of larger and richer

countries rather than to redress the imbalances
between international debtors and creditors. Such
biases against developing countries already exist
in the rules-based trading system, although relations here are more symmetrical than in the
financial domain.
If reforms to the existing financial structures
are to be credible, they must provide for greater
collective influence from developing countries and
embody a genuine spirit of cooperation among all
countries, facing many different problems but
sharing a common desire to see a more stable international financial and monetary system. No less
than a fundamental reform of the governance of
multilateral institutions is therefore necessary.11
The areas in which reform is needed are explored
in a study undertaken for the G-24, which argues
that governance within the Bretton Woods institutions needs to be improved regarding such
matters as representation and ownership, accountability and transparency, and adaptation and
change:
The allocation of quotas and the correlate
membership rights in both institutions no
longer reflect the application of a coherent,
justifiable set of principles: quotas no longer
reflect relative economic and political power,
and the principle of equal representation,
which was once implemented by the allocation of “basic votes”, has been significantly
eroded. Furthermore, decision-making practices have not adapted to the changed mandates of both institutions, whose work now
takes them further and further into influencing domestic policy choices in developing
countries. (Woods, 1998: 95)
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While, as recognized in that study, efforts most visible and troubling aspects of today’s
have been made to respond to calls for more trans- integrated world economy”,12 so far the focus of
parent, accountable and participatory governance, its work has not substantially deviated from
the basic modalities and prothe G-7 reform agenda, includcedures for taking decisions reing a stock-taking of progress
main largely unchanged. Thus,
made by all members in reducing vulnerabilities to crises,
whereas developed countries
If reforms to the existing
account for only 17 per cent of
an evaluation of countries’
financial structures are to
compliance with international
voting strength in the United
be credible, they must
Nations, 24 per cent in WTO,
codes and standards, the comprovide for greater
and 34 per cent in the Internapletion of the so-called transcollective influence from
parency reports, and an examitional Fund for Agricultural
developing
countries
and
Development (IFAD), they acnation of different exchange
embody a genuine spirit of
rate regimes and their role in
count for over 61 per cent in
cooperation.
the Bretton Woods institudebtor countries in cushioning
the impact of international fitions. And a single country
holds virtual veto power over
nancial crises (Culpeper, 2000:
important decisions such as
19). Furthermore, despite the
capital increases or SDR allocations. It is now G-20’s broader membership, there are still seriagreed in many quarters that the procedures for ous limitations on participation and accountabilselection of the Managing Director of IMF and ity:
the President of the World Bank should give
The G-20 is severely flawed in that it congreater weight to the views of developing and trantains no representation … from the poorest
sition economies, since the raison d’être of these
and smallest developing countries. … Preinstitutions is now to be found mainly in their mansumably, this is because the poorest and
dates and operations with respect to these econosmallest are unlikely ever to constitute any
mies. More fundamentally, crucial decisions on
systemic threat. But there are major “archiglobal issues are often taken outside the approtectural” issues surrounding the provision
priate multilateral forums in various groupings of
of adequate development finance to these
major industrial countries such as the G-7 or G-10,
countries and their peoples. … Nor does the
where there is no developing country representaG-20 possess any mechanisms either for retion or participation. Consequently, “nothing conporting or for accountability to the broader
sequential happens in the formally constituted orinternational community, such as the conganizations that do have operational capabilities
stituency system provides within the IMF
– the IMF, the World Bank, the Bank for Internaand World Bank, or any provisions for
tional Settlements – without the prior consent, and
non-governmental inputs or transparency.
usually the active endorsement, of the ‘Gs’ (here
(Helleiner, 2000: 13–14)
used as a short form for all the deliberative groups
and committees dominated by the major industrial
A number of proposals have been made on
countries)” (Culpeper 2000: 5).
how to reform the multilateral process as well as
to improve the membership, accountability and
The inclusion of developing countries in the reform agenda of the G-20. Certainly, progress in
discussions of financial architecture reform that these areas will depend on the willingness of the
take place outside the Bretton Woods institutions, major industrial countries to extend the reform
notably in the newly created G-20, is thus gener- agenda and process so that they also address the
ally welcomed as an important step in ensuring concerns of developing countries. It will depend
better participation and governance in interna- no less on positions taken by developing countional finance. However, even though its first tries themselves. As noted above, there is no conchairman, the Canadian Finance Minister Paul sensus among the developing countries on sevMartin, declared that the G-20 “has a mandate to eral issues of the reform agenda. Many of the difexplore virtually every area of international fi- ferences pertain to the modalities of official innance and the potential to deal with some of the tervention in the management and resolution of
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financial crises. Most countries appear to give nance. Objectives commonly shared by developpriority to access to large amounts of contingency ing countries include: more balanced and symfinancing as a defence against contagion and in- metrical treatment of debtors and creditors regardstability, despite their coning codes, transparency and
cerns as to the appropriateness
regulation; more stable exof several of its features. At
change rates among the major
Progress will depend on the
times of crisis many countries
reserve currencies; effective
willingness of the major
seem unwilling to impose temIMF surveillance of the poliporary standstills, preferring
cies of the major industrial
industrial countries to
official bailouts, even though
countries, especially with reextend the reform agenda
they often complain that their
spect to their effects on capiand process so that they
terms and conditions deepen
tal flows, exchange rates and
also address the concerns
the crisis, put an unfair share
trade flows of developing counof developing countries. It
of the burden of adjustment on
tries; a less intrusive condiwill depend no less on
the debtors, and allow the
tionality; and, above all, more
positions taken by
creditors to get away scot-free.
democratic and participatory
developing countries
This unwillingness may partly
multilateral institutions and
themselves.
reflect an assessment that the
processes. Effective reform of
risks of imposing a standstill
the international monetary and
financial system will ultimateare excessively high when such
action is still considered an aberrant response to a ly depend on the ability and willingness of develcrisis (so far resorted to by only a few countries). oping countries to combine their efforts around
these common objectives, and on acceptance by
There appears to be greater convergence of developed countries that accommodating these obviews and interests regarding measures for crisis jectives is essential to building a more inclusive
prevention and governance of international fi- system of global economic governance.
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